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Problem

Method

Experiments

 Training phase

Our model consists of (top) the baseline part and (bottom) the completeness learning part.

Our model largely surpasses the weakly-supervised state-of-the-arts, even
performing favorably against fully-supervised counterparts at the 6× cheaper cost.

The cost-effective point-level labels are utilized for training.
(45s for video-level vs. 50s for point-level vs. 300s for full sup. per 1-min video)
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 Test phase
At inference time, the model should predict the temporal
intervals as well as the classes of action instances.

 Baseline
It learns from the common video- and point-level classification losses. At this time, we additionally
select pseudo background points to supplement action ones.

Motivation
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Despite the excellent performance in spotting actions, existing works
fail to learn action completeness due to the discontinuous nature
of points, leading to fragmentary predictions. (e.g., IoUs ≤ 0.4)

We validate that our action completeness learning indeed helps in detecting
complete action instances (See the improvements in mAP@0.5 and 0.7).

 Completeness Learning
To allow the model to learn action completeness, we first search for the optimal sequence that is
likely to contain complete action instances, while avoiding under- and over-estimation cases.

It is clearly shown by the visualization results that our model produces more
complete action predictions (IoUs > 0.6).
Ground-truth
Prediction

To learn action completeness from the obtained optimal sequence, we design two loss functions that
contrast action instances from background ones in terms of action scores and feature similarities.
(1) The score contrastive loss encourages the model output to fit the optimal sequence.

For instance, a model might detect only a sub-action,
e.g., “Power Clean”, rather than the full extent of “Clean and Jerk”.

Goal
To tackle the challenge, we propose to generate dense pseudo
labels and explicitly provide guidance to the model for action
completeness learning.
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(2) The feature contrastive loss encourages action features to attract each other but to repel
background ones.
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